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Preface

The third international conference on historical linguistics organized by the
Institute of English, Adam Mickiewicll;niversity,at Brai.ejewko near Poznan,
was devoted to historical syntax. It aroused a lot of interest and enthusiasm
among linguists and forced the organizers to increase the number of invited
scholars to over a hundred from the originally planned sixty. Alas, the politi
cal unrest in Poland in March 1981 reduced the ranks of participants fmally
to the number of 46 courageous ones, who came to the conference to present
and defend their own ideas and debate the ideas of their colleagues thereby
contributing to a further development of their field of interest. To all of them
go our sincerest words of thanks. Their lively participation, endless discus
sions in the conference room and outside allowed many to clarify their views
and revise the final versions of papers printed in this volume.

The present volume contains a selection of twenty-nine papers and two
comments on papers (Martinet and Vennemann). Out of those twenty-nine,
thirteen papers were not presented and discussed at the conference (Le.
Akiba·Reynolds, Birnbaum, Hamp, Harris, Mitchell, Mithun, Pilch, Ramal,
Rissanen, Romaine, RUdes, Seefranz-Montag, Stockwell and Winter) but
have been included here with the permission of their authors.

The papers cover a wide range of issues within different theoretical para
digms from traditional to advanced transformational-generative. Among the
more cen tral theoretical problems confronting a historical syntactician ap
pear, for example, syntactic change, syntactic reconstruction and typology
in historical syntax. AU these issues found an appropriate place at the con
ference and consequently in the present volume.

Numerous contributions in the volume refer to particular developments
in the history of syntax of various languages. Among them several pape~ are
concerned with non·lndo-European languages.

The Btaiejewko conference has not solved or even attempted to solve any
particular problems of historical syntax. It seems that the prevailing almos
phere there as we)) as the tenor of the papers included in the present volume
adequately characterize the situation in historical syntax today, a search for



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI Preface

theoretical solutions in the atmosphere of general confusion in syntactic
theory parallelled by data- oriented research wncerning various details of
syntax.

We hope that in this situation the conference and the present volume con
tain at least some elements which can be considered a step forward. even if a
small one, towards a better understanding of some fundamen tal and several
perhaps less fundamental but still important aspects of historical syntax.

The Blai.ejewko conference could not have materialized without the sup
port of the Adam Mickiewicz University Vice Rector for Research and
Foreign Exchanges, Professor Stefan Kozarski, to whom we owe our deep
gratitude.

The efficiency and administrative skills of Barbara Plocinska, M.A., have,
as usual, guaranteed the smooth progress of the conference and have contri
buted to its success.

.';:,znari, July 1981 Jacek Fisiak
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KATSUE AKIBA-REYNOLDS

Internal reconstruction in pre-Japanese syntax*

In this paper, I will propose a reconstruction of part of the pre.Japanese'
syntax based on synchronic data from Old Japanese (approx. g·-10th centu·
ry) and will discuss some consequences of the proposed reconstruction for
the theory of internal reconstruction and the question of the genetic affini
ties of the Japanese language.

I. There are a number of problems in Old Japanese grammar that defy
syncluonic solutions and thus call for historical explanations. The problems
relevant for the present reconstruction all involve ni.

1.1 Case particle ni

In Old Japanese sentences, oblique nominals including locatives, datives,
directionals and temporals were marked with the same particJeniasillustcated
in the examples below.'

(1) Okina ... toguti nl wor=i.
Okina door OBL be=U
'Okina was at the door.' (T,61)

(2) kana me ni yuk=i·te ...
that hOllse OBL go=l-SS
'(he) went to that house, and .. .'

(3) kono tuki no zyuugo-niti ni ... hito-bito maudeko·n· zu.
this month ASS fifteen-day OBL people come=A· FUT-EMPH
'The people will surely come ... on the fifteenth day of this
month.' (T. 59-60)

(4) anna ni kahac=i- te ...
woman OBL substitute=I..sS
'(I) substitute for the woman, and .. .'



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Katsue Akiba Reynolds Pre·Japanese syntax 3

ni-Ie su- be=ki yau osih=e
OBL.SS do=URU must=KI way teach=!·

Table I shows the verb types and the conjugation pattern of each type.

Table 1: Verb conjugation. Most of the Old Japanese verbs were regular,
conjugating in either of the four patterns.

FORM Type·1 Type·lI Type·lIl Type·IV

Unrealized (A) Stem=a· Stem=e· Stem=;· Stem=~

Conjunctive (I) Stem=;- Stem=e· Stem=i· Stem=~

Final (U) Stem=u Stem=u Stem=u Stem=ru
Nominal (URU) Stem=u Stem=uru Stem=uru Stem=ru
Realized (E) Stem=e· Stem=ure· Stem=ure- Stem=re·

In the final position of a nominal clause.

Followed by different.subject marking con
junctive particle ba.

Final Form:
(Stem=U)
Nominal Form:
(Stem=URU)
Realized Form:
(Stem=E)

Unrealized Form: Followed by an auxiliary of negation, fu turity
(Stem=A) or voice (passive and causative).
Conjunctive Form: a. In the final position of nonfinal conjunct
(Stem=J) clauses S, ... Sn.1 of a conjunction

construction IS, & S, ... & Snl·
b. Followed by an auxiliary of honorification,
aspect or tense.
In the sentence final position.

(6) Mine
mountain+peak

tamah=u.

HON=U
'(He) taught (them) the way (they) must do at the moun
tain peak.' (T, 67)

The conjunctive particle Ie was used more typically to conjoin clauses,
being suffIxed to the Conjunctive Form (to be discussed shortly) of a verb
Or auxiliary at the end of the first clause to be oonjoined. It also had the
function of indicating that the subjects of the cJauses on both sides are the
same in reference.3 For example:

(7) kore wo mi· te, hune yori or=;· te, "..." to toh=u.
this DO see=!·SS boat from alight=!-SS COMP ask=U
'(He) saw this, alighted from the boat, and asked, ". H

One can notice that the semantic range of the case marked with ni was
much wider than any known oblique case. A more curious fact about this
case particle is that it was followed by Ie, a conjunctive particle, when the
oblique nominal was not an argument (i.e. complement) nominal as seen in
the following examples.

(5) MukaS! yama ni-Ie mituk=e-tar=u.
long+ago mountain OBL.SS find =!-PERF-URU
'(She) (is) the one that (I) found on a mountain long ago.'

(T,56)

(T,38)

The te in examples like (5) and (6), therefore, must be treated as an ex
ception in the synchronic grammar of Old Japanese if te is analyzed as a
conjunctive particle, as is generally accepted among Japanese grammarians.
And the question "Why did it exceptionally OCCur with the case particle
ni?" remains to be answered.

1.2 Copula ni

In Old Japanese, a verb assumed slightly different forms largely depending
on the syntactic or semantic context where it occured. This phenomenon
has traditionally been treated as conjugation by Japanese grammarians. Major
conjugational forms and their contexts are as follows'

Most of the Old Japanese verbs belonged to Type·l, ·n or .!II. Type.IV verbs,
the stem of which consists of a single consonant and i, were limited in num
ber.5 In addition to these regular verbs, there were several irregular verbs.

Curious was the fact that not only main vetbs but also auxiliary suffixes
expressing voice, honorification and tense·aspect conjugated exactly in the
same manner except that some of them did not fully conjugate. The predi·
cate consisting of a main verb and one or more auxiliary suffixes, therefore,
had a dual structure as illustrated in Figure I.

The similarity in the conjugational pattern between the verb and the auxil·
iary suffic may very well be taken as tue to the verbal origin of the auxiliary
suffIxes.- In fact, most of the auxiliary suffixes are identical with or similar
to some main verbs in the phonological form. (E.g., ki:PAST is identical with
ki, the Conjunctive Form of ku 'to come,' and lamahu: HONORIFIC with
tamahu 'to give.') The conjugational suffixes are, on the other hand, ex·



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Katsue Akiba Reynolds Pre-Japaflese syntax 5

'(he) has made (her) write'

FCuIC 1: Verb with auxiliary suffixes

Notice that both verbs take i in the Final Form instead of the regular Final
Form suffix u. Here are a couple of examples of the copula nari in the Final
Form.

Table 2: Conjugation of BE verbs. Old Japanese BE verbs, existential 'to be'
and copula 'to be' were irregular in the Final Form. Copula had two Conjunc·
tive Forms: the regular flori and suppletive ni.

MAIN VERB - AUXILIARY SUFFIX - AUXILIARY SUFFIX - AUXILIARY SuFFIX
'writ,' (CAUSATNE) (HONORifIC) (l'ERFECT)

StiS~ix(A) - S,L'S~ix(1) SliS~ix(l) s,!m=sJt",(lJ)
I I I I I I "kaA' .I. e- tc1l11Qh=i· rt-=u

(G,43)

(9) kehahi ahare nar=i.
appearance pitiful COP=U
'the appearance was pitiful (i.e.,
It appeared to be pitiful).'

It is well established that the copula nari was derived from ni-ari through a
standard fusional process ia ...a. This is evidenced by the fact that fli appeared
unchanged in honorific copular sentences or in emphatic sentences in which
the condition for the fusion was not met. The following sentences illustrate
this point.

(10) Sarna mo yrrki hito ni ohas=u.
appearance also good=KlpersonNI be+HON=U
'(he) is a person whose appearance also is good.' (T, 37)

(11) Tama no eda nl zo ar=i-ker=u.
jewel ASS spray NI EMPH be=I·PAST=URU
'(it) was a jewel spray, indeed.' (T,4O)

There is no doubt about the change ni-ari-+nari. What is more curious is the
fli. What was it? Where did it come from?

A clue to these questions seems to come from the fact thai nl alone ap.
peared as the copula in the Conjunctive position and the conjunctive particle
te directly followed il as seen in the following sentence.

(12) tuki no miyako no hito ni-te
moon ASS Cily+Royal ASS person NJ·SS
ti Ii haha ar=i.
father mother be=U
'(I) am a person from the City Royal of Moonland, and
have a father and a mother.' (T,60)

This is One of the Iwo major positions in which the Conjunctive Form of the
verb or auxiliary suffix occurred. In the other position, i.e., the position
followed by an auxiliary suffix, the copula nari exhibited its regular conjuga.
tional pattern as in the follOWing example.

(13) mi· si- hito nar=i.ker=l.
see=/-PAST=URU person COP=/·PAST=U
'(it) was a person (1) had seen.' (lse, 116)

This distributional irregularity gives rise to another question: Why did ni
alone occur in the conjunctive position while the regular Conjunctive Form
luul was available in the pre·auxiliary position?

Some Japanese grammarians contend that the ni in these examples was the
case particle ni. Such analysis, however, does not answer the above questions(T,42)

(8) ito kata=ki akinahi nar=i.
very difficult=KI trade COP=U
'(it) is a very difficult trade.'

Form Existential Copula

Unrealized ar=a· nar=a·
Conjunctive 3Fi- nar-oi·/ni·
Final ar=i nar=i
Nominal ar=u nar=u
Realized ar=e- nar=e·

tremely difficult to associate with any lexical categories. The most we can say
about conjugational suffixes is that they must have been independent ele·
ments (presumably particles) which had definable grammatical functions
It is common that the basic form of the verb plus an auxiliary element reo
suIts in a conjugated form by losing the morpheme boundary'

The copula nari 'to be' was peculiar: It conjugated very much like the
existential verb ari 'to be/exist.' which was also anomalous in the Final Form,
but it had, unlike arl, two Conjunctive Forms, which were complementary in
distribution. Compare the two BE verbs in Table 2.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 Kalsue Akiba Reynold,'

and it is rather difficult to understand why the predicate nominal was regular
ly marked as an oblique nominal. The fonnal identity between the ni in
question and the case particle ni certainly needs to be explained, if it was not
accidental, but the explanation must also answer the above questions con
cerning the ni in copular sentences.

1.3 Auxiliary nu

Another morpheme which shoul d be taken in to account together with the
oblique case particle ni and the copula particle IIi is the perfect auxiliary IlU,

which is often compared with tu, another Old Japanese perlect auxiliary.
Here are examples of IlU and Iu in the Conjunctive and Final Fonn.

Conjunctive

(14) ito yowa=ku n3I=i· tamah=i·ll=i· ker=i.
very weak=KU become=/·Hon=/· PERF=/·PAST=U
'(he) had become very weak.' (T, 53)

(15) Ohoku no hito koros=i·t=e· ker=u kokoro
many ASS person kill=I-PERF=I-PAST=URU mind

the mind (with which) (she) had killed many peo-
ple.' (T, 55)

Fillal

(16) Yatuhasi to Ih=u tokoro nl itar=i-Il=u.
Yatuhasi CaMP call=URU place OBL arrive=l-PERF=U
'(He) has arrived at a place called YatuhasI'. (lse,116)

(17) Akita Nayotake=no=Kaguyahime to tuk=e- t=u.
Akita Nayotake=no=Kaguyahime CaMP naIne=I·PERF=U
'Akita named (her) Nayotake=no=Kaguyahime.' (T,30),

Although the functional differences between the two auxiliaries are not clear
ly summarizable, they were not interchangeable in Old Japanese. The follow·
ing discrepancies in distribution are observed among other things.

(i) Causative predicates (derived or lexical) took only tu and
passives only nu with some exceptions.

(Ii) Typical action verbs (e.g. kudaku 'to crash,' hwu 'to shake,'
and musubu 'to tie') took only Iu and nonaction verbs (e.g.

Pre-Japallese sylltax 7

aku 'to dawn,' arn 'to become devastated' and saku 'to
bloom') only nu.

It seems that tu was used when an animate subject, Le. agent, was involved,
emphasi7ing completion of an action by the agent, while IlU was less restricted
as to the animacy of the subject and it was perhaps used to focus on the
state resulting from a completed action.

The etymology of these auxiliaries is far from being clear. It is generally
contended among Japanese graInmarians (e.g., Matsumura 1971) that nu and
tu had l:Ome from verbs inu 'to go away' and urn 'to throwaway / respecti
vely. ld,' (1969) objects to this and suggests that there were main verbs flU

'to go away' and tu 'to throwaway' to begin with which often occurred with
prefixes; and Lt, respectively, and that it was this main verb nu that changed
mto the Old Japanese auxiliary nu. However, these conjectures have no sup
port except for the fonnal and semantic resemblances.

I would like to call attention to a fact that has so far been completely
overlooked, i.e., the formal identity of the Conjunctive Form of the auxili
ary nu with the two particles we have just discussed. This may be crucial for
the history of this perfect auxiliary suffix as well as that of the copula parti·
cle f1i and the case particle ni. Furthermore, the fact that the Conjunctive
Form of the auxiliary tu and the same-subject marking conjunctive particle
Ie had the same form may not be accidental.

2. In order to answer the questions raised above, I stipulate that there was a
locative BE *nu at a certain stage of pre-Japanese. By "locative BE" I mean a
verb which takes an unmarked locative nominal as one of the arguments.
The following Twi sentence depicts a locative sentence with such a BE·
verb.s

(18) sukuu w, Kumase.
school be+at Kumase.
"The school is at Kumase'.

The locative nominal Kumase is not particularly marked as such but the
meaning of the verb w) signals that Kumase is a locative nominal. Locative
verbs like w, are not rare in world languages. Clark (1970) mentions several
languages Including Syrian Arabic, Eskimo and Kurukh as having such verbs'

[f we assume that the perfect auxiliary flU, the copula particle ni and the
case particle n; were all derived from this locative verb, we can account for all
the attested forms as in Table 3.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 Katsue Akiba Reynolds Pre-Japanese syntax 9

Although the conjugation of the perfect auxiliary nu was irregular, most of
the forms were the same as those of the Type-I verb. It is likely that the
auxiliary IIU was originally conjugated as a Type·] verb but underwent some
minor changes in the Nominal and Realized Forms. There are two factors
that possibly implemented the modification of the conjugational pattern of
IlU. Compare the conjugation of the teconstructed locative BE·verb °nu with
those of the auxiliary nu and the negative suffix zu in Table 4.'0

Table 3: Old Japanese tefl<oxes of °nu Thompson 1973 and 1974 and Givan 1975). Given the main verb °nu 'to
be at', the development of the case particle nl can be understood along the
same line as suggested in these studies. Using sentence (1) as an example, the
reanalysis of the main verb °nu as a perfect auxiliary will be schematized as in
Figure 2. (I assume for the sake of simplicity that other things than ni re
mained equal).

OM· NOM V NOM·
I ' I I 1

(SUB) (LOC) (SUIIJ)

I I. I
Okin. togutl "~I l/J wor=i
Ok.ina door be+1ll be

(B) S

~
I I \.

(SUB) (LQCJ\.

I Icr
Oki1Ul toguti ni wort
Okina door at be

S

/""-S S

(AI

ni

OBLIQUE CASE

ni

COPULAPERFECT AUXILIARY

na
ni
nu
nuru
nuce

Unrealized
Conjunctive
Final
Nominal
Realized

Table 4: Conjugation ofo/lu. tu. nu and zu

°nu tu nu zu

Unrealized °na te na
Conjunctive ·ni te ni zu
Final °nu tu nu zu
Nominal °nu ture nuru nu
Realized One ture nure ne

Note that the perfect aUxiliary nu would have merged with the negative suf·
fix in the two forms in question if it had remained unchanged. Thus, there
was a good motivation for these two forms to change. The choice of the new
forms, however, must have been made by analogy to the conjugational pat·
tern uf tu, the aheady existing perfect auxiliary.

Beluw I will show how naturally the case particle nl, the copula particle
IIi and the perfect auxiliary IIU could be derived from the main verb °IlU 'to
be at'.

2.1 From locative verb to locative case particle

A number of examples of the change from verbs to case markers via seriali·
zation have been presented in recent studies (e.g., Lord 1973, 1976, Ii &

Figu.re 2: From main verb to l.-a5C muter

n=i
be+at

The case particle ni may have had the specifica tion [+Location] at first and
may have been used only for the purpose of marking locative nominals, but
it must have gradually become a mare general oblique case marker by losing
this specification. Thus, it appeared in Old Japanese marking almost any ob·
lique nominals as well as locative nominals from subject and direct object
nominals.

Understanding the development of the oblique case particle ni this way,
the occurrence of the conjunctive particle te immediately after the case
particle would not be surprising. When the conjunctive particle te came into
existence in Japanese. nl must still have been the Conjunctive Form of the
locative BE verb. The reason that the te could suffix to ni only when the Ili
was marlUng a non.argument nominal would be the following. Verbs such as

'to be/exist' and 'to live' have a strong implication of a location where the
'being' or 'living' takes place and they are rarely used without expressing or
implying a locative nominal. The locative nominal occurring with such a
verb often has more semantic prominence than the verb itself. It is very rare
that being or living itself is asserted. Verbs such as 'to cry' and 'to kick', on
the other hand, have more focus on the action of 'crying' and 'kicking' itself



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 Karsue Akiba Reynolds

or the object tltat is affected by such an aClion than ttle place where it takes
place allhough it does occur somewhere. LeI us distinguish these two types
of verbs for our purposes and refer to the fanner as "locative verbs" and to
the latter as "non-locative verbsu

. Argument and nonargument locative
nominals will then be defined as locative nominals that are in construction
with a locative verb or a non-locative verb, respectively. Thus, the LosAngele~'

in ! live in Los Angeles is an argument locative but the Los Angeles in !
played golf in Los Angeles a non·argument locative. Supposing that pre·
Japanese had no locative case marker and the conjunction construction such
as the one shown in (A) in Figure 2 was the regular way of expressing loca·
tion, it is likely that the cltange from the Conjunctive Form of the locative
BE to the locative case particle took place first where tlte verb of the second
clause was a locative verb, for locative verbs almost always occurred with.
locative nominal. In other words, the compression of conjunction sentences
suclt as ((OKINA DOOR AT) & (OKINA EXIST» occurred earlier than that
of conjunction sentences such as ((OKINA MOUNTAIN AT) & (OKINA
CHILD FIND)). Thus, the conjunctive particle, which developed around this
time, could suffix to the nl marking the location of a nonlocative verb be·
cause it was still verbal, but it could not suffIX to the ni marking the location
of a locative verb because it was no longer a verb. Some time later, after the
Old Japanese period, however, the ni·te together was reanalyzed as the marker
for the nonargument oblique case and underwent a series of phonological
changes: nire> nfe > nde > nde >de. Thu" modern Japanese distinguishes
the argument oblique and the nonargument oblique by marking the former
with III and the latter with de.

The development of the case particle ni from *nu and the changes related
to it could then be ordered as follows:

i. The reanalysis of the Conjunctive Fonn of the locative
verb 3.S the argument locative marker.

ii. The appearance of the conjunctive particle fe.
iii. The reanalysis of the Conjunctive Form of the locative BE

verb ni plus the conjunctive particle Ie as the nonargument
locative case marker.

iv. The phonological changes: nile ~ de.

2.2 From locative BE to copula

Given that the *nu was a two·place predicate taking a subject and a locative.
the change from locative BE verb 'to be at' to copula BE 'to be' i, quite easy

Pre·Japanese synfax I I

to understand: by bleaching out its locative sense, its mo,t specific semantic
feature that one of the arguments is locative, ·rw should have been able to
become a copula with little difficulty since the semantic distinction between
the locative ,entence 'NOMI is at NOM,' and the copula sentence 'NOM I is
NOM, ' is sometimes very slight. A copula sentence like:

(19) Mr. Jones is the chairman of the department.

can be paraphrased with a locative sentence like:,
(20) Mr. Jones is in the position of the chairman of the department.

It is p~ssible that the locative sentence pattern was used for certain copula
expressIons first and the locative verb in such sentences gradually lost the
feature [+LocativeJ. Such a bleaching process is one of the most common
channels for semantic change.

The reason this copula is found only in the Conjunctive Fonn is not clear
for the moment. It may have developed only in the conjunctive position from
the outset becau,e predicate nominal sentences did not require a copula in
the sentence final position in Old Japane,e. 11

2.3 From main verb BE to auxiliary BE

Serial constructions have provided Japanese with historical sources for auxi.
Hary verbs, verb affIXes and adverb, throughout the history of the language."

There were two kind, of conjunctions in Old Japanese that developed into
serial co~stru~tions. which J call zero-coojunction and te-eonjunction. In a
zero-conjunction sentence, Dontinal conjunct clauses ended with a verbal ele
ment in the Conjunctive Form and there was no conjunctive morpheme be.
tween conjunct clauses. In a Ie-conjunction sentence, nontinal clauses were
marked by the conjunctive particle te suffixed to the Conjunctive Fonn of
the c1ause·final verb element. Compare the following zero-<:onjunction sen.
tence with the te-conjunction sentence (7).

(21) kana hita-bito ... mono wo omoh=i, inori wo s=i,
this people thing DO think=! pray DO do=!

gan wo tat=u.
wish DO make=U

'these people ... though t of things, did praying, and made
wishes'. (T, 3 I)

Although there are several differences between the two conjunctions in detail,
of dllect relevance for the present discussion is the fact that the ztrQ-eonjunc.
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2.4 From perfect auxiliary to conjunctive particle

It has been implied in previous sections that the conjunctive particle te came
into existence in Japanese at a certain point in the period when ·nu 'to be at'
was getting reanalyzed as the obliqu.e case particle and so forth_ The question
of where it came from has Some bearing on the changes that we have been
discussing.

A sentence like (16), for instance, would have been analyzed before the
reanalysis as a two-elause conjunction sentence meaning '(He) arrived at a
place called Yatuhasi and (he) is (there)'. In Old Japanese, in which nu no
longer occurred in the main verb position, sen tences like this were always
given single-clause interpretations such as '(He) has arrived at a place called
Yatuha.si'.

tion was historically earUer than the te-conjunction. Most of the serial con
structions found in Old Japanese were from zero-eonjunclions. That is, the
noofmal verbs in a series were in the Conjunctive Form and there was no
conjunctive mOl]lheme between verbs. The serial constructions with te be
tween seoalized verbs are never or very rarely found in Old Japanese though
they are common in modern Japanese. 13

The fact that the Old Japanese perfect auxiliary nu required the preceding
verbal element to be in the Conjunctive Form (Stem=/) suggests that this
auxiliary had a serial verb origin. Taking into account all the facts about this
auxiliary discussed in previous sections together with this possibility, One can
reasonably infer that auxiliary nu came from the serialized °nu as two.clause
conjunction sentences coUapsed inlo single-clause sentences as schematized in
Figure 3.

(T,56)

(23) sode wo torah=e-tamah=e-ba,
sleeve DO catch=I-HON=E- DS

omote wo hutapi-te- ...
face DO cover-/-SS
'(he) caught (her) sleeve, and (then) she covered
(her) face. _.'

(22) sihite tukau=matur=a-s=e- tamah=a-ba,
forcibly serve+HON=A- CAUS=I-HON-A- DS

kiye=us=e· n=a- n~ Zll.

disappear-/-PERF=A-FUT-EMPH
'if you forcibly make me serve (him), (I) will be gone'.

(T,55)

Some grammarians relate the conjunctive particle te to the Conjunctive
Form of the perfect auxiliary tu, which was briefly discussed in 1.3.1ltis is
in fact the most plausible hypothesis in every respect. The Conjunctive Form
of tu was used in the pre·auxiliary position as seen from the way it is used in
sentence (15). Recall that the Conjunctive Form of verbs and most auxiliaries
occurred in two positions: in the pre-auxiliary position and in the conjunctive
position. Therefore, if we analyzed the Old Japanese conjunctive particle (e,

which was always in the conjunctive position, as having come from the Con
junctive Form of the perfect auxiliary tu, we would obtain the regular distri
butional pattern for the auxiliary tu at least in the historical context. But
why did it become a conjunctive particle? The change seems to have been
triggered by a change in the system of tense-aspect.

As mentioned earlier, the conjugational suffixes provide an important
clue to the prehistoric state of the language. The contexts in which the
Unrealized suffix A and the Realized suffix E occurred in Old Japanese sug
gest that these suffixes were aspect markers. A perhaps indicated irrealis
aspect and E realis (or anterior) aspect. In conjunction sentences with dif
ferent-subject marking conjunctive particle ba, the conjugation of the final
element of the clause to which ba was suffixed was fully responsible for a
conditional clause interpretation (e.g. (22)) and an anterior reading (e.g.
(23)).

The final sufftx U seems to fil perfectly in the aspectual eategory which
Bickerton (1975) calls "nonpunctual". It indicated durative or iterative
aspect for action verbs, and it was indifferent to the past-nonpast distinction.
The fact that the existential ari and its derivatives, which were the only sta
tive verbs in Old Japanese, did not take the regular Final suffix u is also in
accordance with the observation that nonpunctual aspect markers cannot

s
~

I I
Stem:(l) -nu

s/s~

/~I (Sur) IL(lC) I
Stemsl (/} 0 nu

Figure 3; From main verb BE to auxiliary BE
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h •••• , to toh==u.

COMPask=U

'(he) saw this, (and then) (he) alighted from the boat,
(and then) (he) asked, " ... " , (T, 38)

The reason the te i.n the conjunctive position came to be reinterpreted as the
~arker of the conjunctive position may b~ because it was used in this posi
tion more and mOre frequently ans the older system lost its functional trans.
parency. It must be after the reanalysis of te as a conjunctive morpheme that
Ie became almost obligatory in the position after the locative BE and the
copula of Donnnal clauses because these predicates are inherently stative and
normally do not take an auxiliary of ucompletiontl.

The changes that have been discussed in the presen t paper must have taken
place, then, in the follOWing order.

normally CO-occur with stative verbs. Since no suffix is relatable to past
tense, one may infer that the tense·aspect marked by the conjugational
suffixes was different from that expressed with auxiliary suffixes. There
was probably a shift in the tense-aspect system in Japanese, from the sys.
tern without the past-nonpast distinction to the one with it. In the older
system, events were perhaps measured and marked in retation to each other.
For example, in a conjunction sentence (S, & ~ ... & Sn) describing a series
of events (E, & Ii, ... & En)' the final clause Sn may have been marked with
the n.unpunclual aspect marker, and all others 8 1 ••• 50_1 with the realist
antenor marker to indicate that E1 preceded in occurrence Ez, ~ preceded
E), ... I and En_) preceded En' Such aspect markers 3Ie subject to attrition
loss of neighboring morpheme boundaries and phonological fUsion, and even:
lually become defunct and give way to a new set of devices with the same or
similar ~u.nctions. It is quite possible that te, the Conjunctive Form ofa per.
feet auxihary of the new generation, was used with anterior clauses to enforce
the old tense-aspect system during the transition period from the system of
conjugational suffixes to that of auxiliary suffixes. This conjecture is well
supported by the fact that the conjunctive particle te did not OCCur in can.
junction sentences describing simultaneously occurring events and the fact
that there are many cases of te which are analyzable as the Conjunctive Form
~f tu: Sentence (7), for example, can be given an equally plausible interpreta
tion If the Ie at the end of the two nonfinal clauses is regilIded as the per.
feet aUXIliary as shown in (24).

(24) kore wo mi· Ie, hune yori ori=i· te,

-'" nu (perfect Auxiliary)
1. *nu --i- ni (Copula: Conjunctive Fonn)

..... ni (Argument Oblique Case Marker)
ii. ni-(lri -+ fUlTi (Copula)

iii. Ole (Auxiliary)'" Ie (Conjunctive Particle)
iv. (O)ni-te (Locative BE - Conjunctive Particle)'" nile (Nonar·

gument Oblique Case Marker)
v, nire -+ de

(Items with· may have existed only in pre-Japanese.)

Even this much of reconstruction may give some idea about the characteris
tics of pre-Japanese. In the earliest period of the pre·Japanese history, a sen·
tence may have consisted of coordinately conjoined clauses each of which
had a main verb with or without an auxiliary element and at most two nomi·
nals semantically associated with the verb.

3. At the very beginning of the reconstruction of ·nu. I took notice of three
morphemes which were distinct in meaning/function but the same in fonn.
The fonnal resemblance, however, can be accidental and has Uttle eVidential
value by itself. What is more important is the range of the irregularity in the
synchronic grammar of Old Japanese that this reconstruction can account for
and the naturalness of the p05tulated syntactic changes. The changes are
considered to be natural in the following three respects.

First, the changes conform to the condition which Timberlake (1977)
convincingly argued for, the condition that the given output must be suffi·
ciently am.biguous with respect to syntactic analysis for reanalysis to take
place. For example, the two analyses (A) and (B) in Figure 2 are equally
plausible for the output Okina IOguti ni wori. That is, the output is ambi·
guous between the two analyses and the reanalysis of (A) as (B) coold OCcur
without affecting the meaning.

Second, synlactic changes similar to those that I have pastula ted have
been observed in so many other languages that one can reasonably suspect
that such changes are moti.vated by some unive~al factors although it is
difficult to discuss them in formal terms.

Third, the changes are all consistent with the general tendency thal Japa·
nese has been increasing surface differentiation, adding new grammatical
devices.

The third point will be most clearly seen in the development of the case
markers. As one may have already noticed. nominals were not as distinctively
marked for case in Old Japanese as in modem Japanese: the subject was
regularly left unmarked unless it was marked as the topic with ha; the direct



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16 Katsue Akiba Reynolds

object was only optionally marked by wo; and all other cases were almost
indiscriminately marked with the general oblique case marker ni except
associatives (nominals linked with other nominals rather than with verbs, e.g.
Oklna in Okina no ihe: Okina ASS house 'Okina's house' and tuki in tuki no
miyako: moon ASS city royal 'the city royal of the moon') and peripheral
oblique cases such as ablatives and illatives. There is some evidence that wo
used to be an emphatic particle, the use of which came to be limited to the
direct object. If this is the case and if the reconstruction I am proposing here
lS accepted, we would be able to say that associatives were the only major
case markers that existed since the earliest time of the history of Japanese
and that oblique case particle nl and direct object marker wo were added to
the grammar in the course of time prior to the Old Japanese period. During
the period between Old Japanese and modern Japanese, gao one of the asso
ciative particles, was reanalyzed as the subject marker, ni-te (which I have
analyzed as the Conjunctive Form of the locative BE plus the conjunctive
particle te) became the nonargument oblique case marker and underwent
a series of phonological changes to yield de in modern Japanese, and to,
which was used mostly to conjoin nominab and occasionally to mark comita
lives in Old Japanese, established its status as the comitative marker.

The case system of Old Japanese and that of modern Japanese will be
summarized as in (A) and (B) in Figure 4, respectively.

(A) SU8JECf DIRECf DATIVE ... INSTRUMENTAL COMITATIVE ASSOCIATIVE

\/1ECT 11\
o MlQ nr (to) no go (tu)

(8) SU8JjCf ~I~rg.DAT~ENTALCOM1TTIVE ASSOllATIVE

ga 0 nl de to no

F~(e 4: Chanae in case ma.rkin&

It is clear that modern Japanese reflects the underlying meanings in a much
more one·to-one fashion than Old Japanese. That is, Japanese has been
moving towards a language with a richer case marking system. It would be
unnatural to think that the drift started all of a sudden in Old Japanese. It
is more likely that the language had been changing in the same direction
before the. Old Japanese time. Thus, the reconstruction of -nu, which vir-
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tually makes the claim that pre·Japanese had no oblique case marker, is

quite compatible with the direction of the drift that the language has been
undergoing throughout its history.

The tendency towards more surface differentiation is not restricted to the
case system alone. but it is observed in conjunction. in subordination and in
the auxiliary system as well. It seems that the diIection in which the language
has been changing as a whole suggests where the language came from.

4. In this section I will discuss several hypotheses advanced for the origin of
Japane~ and wdl argue lbat comparative data alone are not sufficient in
choosing a conect hypothesis.

4.1 The hypotheses that have been proposed as explanations for the genetic
relationship of Japanese to other languages are basically of two categories, the
Altaic hypothesis and the mixed language hypothesis.

The proponents of the Altaic hypothesis - the hypothesis that Japanese
was derived from proto·A1taic like Mongolian, Tungus and Korean - point
out (i) that Japanese resembles Altaic languages in syntax, (ti) that there is
a considerable amount of lexical correspondence between Japanese and A1taic
languages, especially Korean, and (iii) that Japanese had vowel harmony,
which is characteristic of A1taic languages. However, these arguments are not
convincing enough. The lexical correspondence is too scanty and there are
other languages, as will be mentioned later, which seem to share a greater
part of the vocabulary with Japanese. Vowel harmony applies only for a
very limited number of items and it has been pointed out by Murayarna
(1969) that the vowel harmony is not necessarily ascribed to the genetic
relationship of Japanese with A1taic languages. The syntactic argument that
Japanese has the same basic word order, Subject·Object·Verb, and has case
markers placed after nominals much in the same way as Altaic languages is
not tenable given the theory of typological universals as ofGreenberg's (1972).
The common syntactic features such as Modified·Modifying order and Main
Verb-Auxiliary may be due to the fact that Japanese and A1taic languages
belong to the same type, SOV language, rather than to the genetic relation·
ship between these languages. Moreover, Japanese did not have as rich a case
system as it is generally believed to have had as we have aheady seen. Thus,
syntactic arguments also fail to support the genetic relationship between
Japanese and A1taic languages.

The main arguments for the mixed language hypothesis are as follows.
First, as 000 (1970) points out, the mixed language hypothesis is more con
sistent with the findings in archeological and anthropological studies about



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18 Katsue Akiba Reynolds Pre·Japanese syntax 19

oldest device for conjoining clauses lhat developed in the history of Jap
anese and the te-conjunction followed it. I have shown elsewhere (Akiba
(1977) and (1978)) that Old Japanese was developing several conjunctive
particles in addition to te and that modem Japanese abounds in subordinate
conjunctions which can specify various relationships between conjoined
clauses. It is certain that Japanese has been changing as a whole towards more
surface differentiation in the conjunction system. Paratactic conjunction as
found in pre·J apanese is another characteristic feature of pidgin-creoles.

Third, Old Japanese did not distinguish nominalization, relativization and
complementation. All the subordinate clauses except direct quotations were
uniformly' marked by the same morphology, i.e., by the Nominal Fonn of
rhe clause final verbal element. It was after the period of Old Japanese that
the language came to possess different devices for different types of subor
duute clause messages. There are some indications that the conjugational
suffIX used for the Nominal Form was once an associative particle. If it is
really tbe case, pre-Japanese perhaps had no productive method for subor
dination, either. This is, again, the situation that is commonly found in
pidgins and creoles.

Fourth, the pre-Japanese tense-aspect system that I suggested in 2.4
strikingly resembles the system that Bickerton (1975) has claimed to be
that of crooles. If further examinations do not disprove the suggestion, this
feature will be taken as another piece of evidenco for the pidgin·creole origin
of Japanese.

Finally, to mention a phenomenon which is not directly related to the
reconstruction of *nu, reduplication was an important mechanism in Old
Japanese for word formation, pluralization and intensification. Old Japanese
abounds in iterative adverbs which seem to be onomatopoetic or mimetic in
origin: the yo;yo;to in yoryo;to nak;j·rama}Fi-t1"'U (. .. cry=/·HON;)
PERF-V) describes a woman's bitter crying and the ture~urFto (ture+
ture+to) in ture-dure;to komoFi-wo,-i-keFi (... remain+indoor;/·be;
/-PAST;V) a languid and lonely state of being. Certain nouns were redupli·
cated for pluralization: yama-yama: mountain-mountain 'mountains', hilo
biro: « i1iro+hito): person'person 'people', fcutli'guni « kuni+kuni): coun
try-country 'countries', ki-gi « ki+ki): tree-tree 'trees'. Reduplication of the
Final Form of a verb expressed an iterative or durative action accompanying

another action.

the evolution of the Japanese. It is almost established that the first inhabi
tants On the island of Japan were related to oceanic people but some northern
(Altaic) people with a more advanced culture migrated to the island and
began to live with the aborigines. Second, Old Japanese had a considerable
number of Malayo·Polynesian elements. For example, Murayama (1969) has
presented data to show (i) that Old Japanese had prefixes like Malayo-Poly
nesian in addition to suffixes (Altaic languages are consistently suffixal), (ii)
that the CVCV syllable structure is characteristic of Malayo-Polynesian,
(iii) iteration/reduplication, a characteristic mechanism for word formation
in Japanese, is more commonly utilized in Malayo-Polynesian than in Altaic
and (iv) that prenasalization of certain consonants, another characteristic
feature of Malayo-Polynesian, did exist in Japanese also. Murayama con
cludes from these facts that Japanese is a hybrid language whose most im
portant components are Altaic and Austronesian." Kawamoto (1974) added
to the data in favor of the mixed language hypothesis and made a mOre spe
cifk claim than Murayama that Japanese developed from a pidgin whose main
SOurce language was a Melanesian one. AJthough it is not totally clear what
kind of process Murayama meant by "hybrid", I aSSUme the claim made by
Murayama does not crucially differ from Kawamoto's pidgin hypothesis.
Whinom (1971), who makes a clear distinction between hybridization and
pidginization, claims that a hybrid language does not become stabilized to the
extent it can be used as a common vernacular unless it undergoes pidginiza.
tion.

It is undeniable that there were two Or mOre languages in close contact, in
the early history of Japanese which contributed in one way Or other to the
fonnation of Japanese. This fact alone, however, does not immediately lead
us to a pidgin hypothesis, for it is still possible that the process involved
could be borrowing rather than mixing, i.e., pidginization. In order for a
pidgin hypothesis to be more fully justified, it must show that the language
had grammatical features which ale sufficiently characteristic of pidgins.
Pidginization simplifles the grammar of the source languages to such an
extent that the grammar of the resultant pidgin would be no longer compara
ble with the grammar of the source languages. Thus, internal reconstruction
of pre·Japanese grammilJ and comparison between the reconstruction and
pidgins would playa crucial role in establishing the pidgin hypothesis.

4.2 As implied in the present reconstruction, pre-Japanese grammar seems to
resemble pid~in-creole lan~ua~ in a si~ificant number of respects. IS

First of all, the fact that Old Japanese had very few case markers found in
pre-Japanese corresponds perfectly to the observation that pidgin·creoles
have very limited noun inflections.

Second, I have previously suggested that the zero-conjunction was the

(25) Taketori ruzlr-u-nak"'U maus;u_
Taketori cry;U-<:ry;U say+HON;U
'Taketori said (while) crying'. (T,61)



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20 Katsue Akiba Reynolds

Reduplication of the Conjunctive Form of a verb indicated ite,ative!durative
aspect of the verb.

(26) yuk=i-yuk=i-te Suruga no kuni
go=l- go=l- SS Suruga ASS country

ni itar=i-n"='u.
OBL arrive=/-PERF=U
'(He) went on and on and arrived in the country of
S~ruga'. (Ise, 117)

If these processes utilizing ,eduplication were no longe, productive in Old
Japanese, these examples should be taken as residues of pre-Japanese rules.
Reduplication is said to be one of the conspicuous features of many pidgins
and creoles.

Pidgin and creole studies are still in their adolescence, although their re
cent progress is remarkable in quantity and quality, and pidgin·creole charac
teristics have not yet been defined to the extent that they can be used as
criteria for recognizing all pidgins and creoles. Future studies may reveal
inadequacies of these crude criteria, but this line of investigation of language
development is basically correct and it is especially important for the genetic
question of Japanese.

5. To summarize, I have attempted to show that there was a locative BE verb
*nu in pre-Japanese and that the verb was reanalyzed as a case marker. a
copula and a perfect auxiliary in subsequent periods. The reconstruction is
evaluated as highly pla~sible in terms of the number and value of synchJOnic
facts (especially anomalies) of Old Japanese grammar which are explained by
it and the naturalness of the postulated syntactic changes. I have also suggested
that the reconstruction has important bearings on the genetic question of the
language, supporting the hypothesis that the language evolved from a pidgin
creole largely based on A1taic and Malayo-Polynesian.

Notes

• I must indicate my gratitude to Prof. Sandra A. Thompson, UCLA, for her generous
assistance and constant encouragement, to Prof. Susumu Ono. Gakushuin University,
Tokyo, for inspiring comments, and to Prof. Takeo Kawamoto, Joetsu Uni",ersity
of Education. Japan, for sharing valuable information with me.
The term "pre-Japanese" does not refer to a single sbge in the history of Japanese.
but to the time preceding the earliest records in the langu3gc.

2.ln tJ:ansliterating Japanese examples. I have employed the system of romanization
used in Intensive Course in Jopones~, Japanese Language Promotion Center. with
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some minor deviations, which seems to be more convenient for QUI purposes of
dlscussing historical changes than the Hepburn system.
Since the conjugational sufflXes vary from type to type, I have indicated the con
jugational fonn in whicJt verbs and auxiliariet; are actually used in sample sentence'!
with italic capital letters. A, I, etc. As to which leiter represents which conjugational
form, refer to Table I. Conjugational suffixes of the adjective (e. g. Kll are quite
different from those of the verb but they are not our present concern. In examples,
the following convention~ arc uSt:d.

Symbols
-: between bound morphemes

between the stem and the conjugational suffix
+: to show that the elements connected by this sign conespond to a single

Japanese element.

Abbreviations
DO: Direct Object
ASS: Associative Particle
OBL: Oblique Case Particle
SS: Samc-5ubject Marking Conjunctive Particle
OS: Different-Subject Marki"8 Conjunctive Particle
COP: Copula
HON: Honorific
EMPH: Emphatic
FUT: Future
PAST: Past Tense
PERF: Perfect

The examples used in this study we from Toketori MonogQtori (T) 'Tale of a Bam
boo-Collector: Genji M()nogaton' (G) 'Tale of Genji' and Ire Monogatari (he) 'Talc of
he.' The page number indicated in parentheses at the end of each example is based
on the texts of the lwanami Koten Bungaku Taikei 'The lwanami Series of Japane~e
Classics.'

3. Akiba (1977) discusses the same-subject-marking conjunctive pwticle and different
subject-markil18 conjunctive particles in Old Japane!JC.

4. The list of the oontexts is not exhaustive but rather skeletal.
S. These verbs were problematic, because if they conjugated like Type-I verbs, they

would have had only one consonant segment constant in aU the conjugated forms,
which is extremely undesirable from the conceptual point of view.

6. There were some sufflxes which seemed to baV'e been derived from adjectives. E.g.
-ber; 'must,' ending with si like most Old Japanese adjectives, followed the conjuga
tional pattern of adjectives.

7. Kawamoto (1919) postulates the following forms as the elements that developed into
the Old Japanese conjugational suffixes.

"'a Unrealized SufflX (the irrealist-imperative)
"'i Conjunctive Suffix (the infinitNe)
·wori Nominal/Final SurHx (the attributive-predicative)
·ai Realized Suf.f1X (causal)

The names in parentheses aze Kawamoto's and they suggest what Kawunoto thinks
to be LheiI original functions.

8. This Twi sentence was boken from Ellis and Boadi (l969).
9. S. A. Thompson (UCLA) reminded me of the Mandarin locative vClb zo;, as another

example. Al$O se in SiSwate,le in Ewe.
10. The negative must have come from two different sources, one of which was nu.

Whether this nu was related to the perfect auxiliazy nu is not known.
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11. Ferguson (1971) states that there are some languages in which copula shows up only
in independent clauses. Pre·Japanese may have been such a language.

12. There were a number of verb prefIXes which had the function of adding some subtle
connotltions to .the meaning of the stem. For example, uti-flaku: HIT~ 'to cry
bitterly: S4si4gu: PIERCE-raise 'to raise high; etc. There were some other verbs
which were suCrLXcd to the main verb and modified the meaning of the main verb.
For example, hohi·inI: crawl-ENTER 'to crawl in: kaki-yaru: write-SEND 'to write
to; etc.

13. There ue several auxiliary-like ~rbs with some discowsc or aspeclual function;
labe·te-miru: eat-SS-SEE 'to eat for taste: it·te-oku: say-SS-lEAVE 'to say for
futwe reference: tabe-ce-rimau: eat·SS·FINlSfl 'to have eaten:

14.According to Murayama, this hypoth.esis was rust advanced by E. D. Polivanov half
a century ago.

lS.Since the distinction between pidgins and creoles is irrelevant here, the terms "pid
gin," "creole" and "pid&in-ereole" are used rather loosely.
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